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and CC/A rts & Huindicates
partially
the degree of our concern.
There is a lot
more interest
in the histories
of our
respective
fields than we realize.
Consider,
for example,
that Thomas
of ScientifS. Kuhn’s The Structure
ic Revoiutionsz
has now been explicitly cited in over 4,000 publications, mostly scientific.
Another
example of this kind of quiet or latent
interest
in the philosophy
and sociology of science
is reflected
in the
citation of works by Robert K. Merton.s
All of these analyses are part of a
prelude
to the launching
of an online file of A&HCl
in the next few
months.
Since scientists
rarely consult A&HCZ or have it easily accessible, you might remember
this when
thinking
about problems
that might
be illuminated
with some perspective from literary
or other scholarship.

Several months ago we published
Citation
the 1981 Arts& Humanities
most
Index
‘“ (A&HCZ
‘“ ). While
Contentsm
(CC”)
readers of Current
are working in the natural sciences,
the following
brief report reprinted
from the preface
to that A&HCZ
cumulation
will be of considerable
interest. 1 In a subsequent
study I
hope
to demonstrate
even
more
persuasively
the close relationship
between
the science
literature
and
the humanities
literature.
For example,
while approximately
25,000
original
research
or scholarly
artijournals
cles published
in A&HCI
were covered,
about 4,500 articles
were also selected from the journals
covered in Science Citation Index@
(SCF ) and SociaI Sciences
Citation
Index@ (SSCP ).
Such excursions
into the realm of
the two-culture
gap have
always
elicited
much
comment
from CC
readers.
That we continue
to cover
the history of science
both in CC/
—
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Some Comments on the 50 Periodicals Most Cited by
A&HCI Journals fn 1980”
by Eugene Garfield, PhD, Chairman and President, Institute for Scientific
At ISI@’, we have long used citation analysis] to identify the key journals in the sciences
and the social sciences for coverage in our
data base. When we expanded our coverage
four years ago to include the arts and humanities, we applied the same principles to identify the key journals in this area also. Briefly,
citation indexing assumes that researchers,
practitioners,
and academicians
in any specialt y will themselves identify key j oumals
through the citations they provide in each
scholarly article they publish. Experience has
shown
that journals
which
consistently
publish highly cited articles are widely read,
and regarded as important to workers in any
given specialty. Citation analysis has proved
to be an accurate
method for objectively
identifying key journals. For example, Michael D. Gordon of the University of Leicester, UK, recently reported on its use in evaluating journals in the social sciences.2
Users of Science Citation lrrdexe (SCI” )
and Social Sciences Citation Index~ (SSCIe )
can examine the citation record of each covered journal in the Journal Citation Reportse
UCR ‘“) volumes of those indexes. Although
we do, of course, compile such data for the
arts and humanities,
we have not yet published a JCR for A &HCI ‘“ Thk may change
in future editions.
Such a volume would
prove useful because, in addition to identifying key journals, journal citation data also
allow one to observe how separate fields are
related to one another. From time to time, we
select a particular
discipline and examine
which publications
are cited by journals in
that field, and which publications cite them.
Most recently, we have published studies of
dentistry~ and veterinary joumals.q Here, we
take a brief look at our citation data for
A&HCI journals. This report is not meant to
be an exhaustive study. Rather, it is more of a
sneak preview, a precursor of more comprehensive studies to come.
Table 1 presents the 50 periodicals
that
were most cited in 1980 by all of the 1,200
joumaLs covered in A&HCI, Of these, 41 are
themselves A&HCI journals, representing a
wide variety of speciahies. Philosophy is most
heavily represented,
with eight journals on
the list. There are seven hktory journals, and
five literature journals. Of the 17 disciplines

Information’r

covered in A&HCI, only four, all in the performing arts, do not have journals listed in
Table 1: music, film-radio-television,
theater, and dance. The most-cited journal in
each of these fields respectively
is Musical
Quarter/y,
with 99 citations;
Sigh/ and
Sound, with 70: Modern Drama, with 42; and
Dancemagazine,
with ten.
Of the nine periodicals in Table 1 that are
not covered in A &HCI, two are newspapers.
The New York Times is by far the most-cited
periodical on the list, receiving more than
1,000 citations in 1980. However, nearly 800
of those citations were to issues published
before 1971. As it turns out, the journals that
most frequently cited the New York Times,
as well as the Times of London, were hktory
journals.
The American
journal Historian
cited the New York Times exactly 100 times,
more than any A&HCI journal. The British
Historical Journal cited the Times of London
44 times—the most for any of the many journals that cited it.
Three journals from the natural sciences
Nature,
and
appear in Table 1: Science,
Scientific American. American Antiquity, an
archaeology journal, cited Science 50 times,
more than any other A&HCI journal. Journal
of Amen”can
Culture,
a general
arts and
humanities journal, gave the most citations,
21, to Scient~ic Amen”can. The ubiquitous
Nature, which like Science is among the
most-cited journals for many disciplines, was
in this case most cited by Isis. However, of
the 29 citations Isis gave to Nature in 1980, 24
were contained as references within a single
article, a study of the history of science in
Great Britain.5
Two other journals in Table 1 are covered
in the SSCIdata base: American Anthropologist and American Sociological
Review. The
former was cited 34 times in 1980 by Comparative Studies in Society and History, and
25 times by American Antiquity. Other journals citing American Anthropologist
were,
not surprisingly, drawn from a wide variety of
disciplines, including folklore, language and
linguistics,
art,
and others.
Review
of
Religious
Research
and Social Studies of
Science cited American Sociological
Review
29 and 24 times respectively,
The Journal for
the Scientific Study of Religion gave 17 cita-

“Reprinted from: Arts & Humanities Citation index 1981.
Philadelphia: Institute for Scientific Information, 1982. Vol. 5. p. 9-11
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[ions, but in general, American Sociological
attracted citations from a broad spectrum of A&HCI disciplines.
Table 1 includes
two Soviet journals:
Vopi-o.YJ [storii and Voprosy Filosofii,
But an
examination
of our data indica!es that both
journals have a high rate of self-citation for
their respective fields. For example, of the
267 citations receiked by Vopro.ry l~(orii. 167
were citations from articles published in that
very journal. I have noted that, depending on
the discipline involved, a high rate of selfcitation is not necessarily a bad thing. 1 Still,
Voprosy
Is[or{i’s self-cited rate of nearly 62
percent is \ ery high for a hk.tory journal. For
the most-cited
history journal,
example,
kVi//iam and Mary Quar/erl,p,
had a self-cited
rate of about 22 percent.
The American
Hi.rtorical Review had a self-cited rate of less
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citations, or about 78 percent, were self-citations. By contrast, the Journal of Philosophy
gave only eight percent of its citations to
Review
had a selfitself. The Philosophical
cited rate of less than seven percent.
We
should not push this point, howek,er, because
our coverage of East European journals is
less extensive than that of Western journals,
which tends (o deflate their citation counts,
Oker the years, we have used citation analysis tu study various aspects uf the scientific
enterprise, publishing numerous lists of mostcited articles, authors, and journals, We have
also applied citation theory to “mapping” the
ever-changing
discipline
swucture
of science.b’ Since the creation of our arts and
humanities
data base, we have listed the
most-cited authors in the arts and humanities,~ and explored the subject of whether
citation data can forecast winners of the Nobel prize in literature,~ In the future, we will
undertake a more comprehensive
examination of arts and humanities journals.
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